Spa Cover Clip Replacement Method.

Spa cover clips are plastic and can break. They are sewn onto the locking straps of the spa cover.

On the left hand side of this picture above is how the clip looks attached to the vinyl spa cover strap. On the right hand side of this picture above is a clip that has been modified to use to repair a broken clip. The top crossbar has been cut.
Above are two clips that are modified. The left one has had a section removed from the cross bar. The right has a cut through the cross bar. The modification in both cases was done with shears.

The above picture shows the vinyl strap being inserted through the cut in the plastic of the clip. Further efforts are needed to position the clip on the handle. With a little
patience and effort it can be done. It is more difficult to do this on the clip with a simple cut through the crossbar, but that too can be done. This can be done if the material of the strap is nylon webbing material.

The final result is a functional strap with the clip attached. With the clip inserted into the lock the function is restored.